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1. INTRODUCTION
In the present paper, we consider a consequence of the theorems
concerning differential identities and )-differential identities of prime
rings and semiprime rings. The notation used in this section is explained in
Section 2.
The problems concerning certain rings with derivations satisfying some
w xconditions have been studied in many articles. The results of Posner P
w xand Amitsur A are representative.
It is well known that if d is a nonzero derivation of a prime ring R and
w d x d dr, r s rr y r r is contained in the center of R for all r g R, then R is
 .commutative Posner's second theorem .
Meanwhile, Amitsur has shown that when R is a simple ring of charac-
teristic zero and d is an algebraic derivation over its centroid, then d is an
inner derivation of R.
The conditions of those theorems can be represented by polynomials
with derivations called differential identities.
For example, the differential identity which represents the condition of
ww d x xPosner's theorem is x, x , y s 0 and that of Amitsur's theorem is
x d
n
c q x d ny 1c q ??? qx dc q xc s 0 for some integer n and c con-0 1 ny1 n i
tained in its centroid.
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w x w xIn K1 and K2 , Kharchenko has given the following important theorem
concerning differential identities.
 .THEOREM A Kharchenko . Let R be a prime ring satisfying a reduced
 D j.  .differential identity f x . Then R satisfies a generalized identity f z wherei i j
z are distinct indeterminates.i j
Using this theorem, if R satisfies the differential identity of Posner's
ww x xtheorem, then R satisfies the identity x, z , y s 0 where z is an indeter-
minate, unless d is an inner derivation of the two-sided quotient ring of R.
On the other hand, we can see that if R satisfies the differential identity
of Amitsur's theorem, then R satisfies z c q ??? qz c s 0 where z are0 0 n n i
indeterminates, also unless d is inner.
We state two theorems as the varieties of Theorem A shown by Chuang
w x w xin C1 and Kharchenko in K2 .
 .THEOREM B Chuang . Let R be a prime ring with in¨olution satisfying a
 D j  D j.U .reduced )-differential identity f x , x . Then R satisfies a )-generalizedi i
 U .identity f z , z where z are distinct indeterminates.i j i j i j
 .THEOREM C Kharchenko . Suppose that R is a semiprime ring with
 D j.characteristic satisfying a reduced differential identity f x . Then R satisfies ai
  ..  .generalized identity f z e D where z are distinct indeterminates and e Di j j i j j
are idempotents in the extended centroid of R determined by D .j
w xA similar argument to Theorem B was considered by Lanski in L1 . In
w xC3 , Chuang has generalized Theorem B to prime rings satisfying differen-
tial identities with automorphisms and anti-automorphisms. The skew
w x w xderivation version of Theorems A and C was studied in KP and K3
respectively.
w x w xWe can also see some applications of these theorems in C2 , L2 , and
w xL3 .
From the above theorems, there naturally arises the question of whether
the similar conclusion can be obtained when R is a semiprime ring with
involution and f is a reduced )-differential identity. The objective of this
note is to prove the following theorem which gives the positive answer to
this question.
MAIN THEOREM. Let R be a semiprime ring ha¨ing in¨olution ) with
 D j  D j.U .characteristic. If f x , x is a reduced )-differential identity of R, then Ri i
  .   ..U .satisfies a )-generalized identity f z e D , z e D , where z are distincti j j i j j i j
 .indeterminates and e D are idempotents in the extended centroid of Rj
determined by D .j
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2. PRELIMINARIES
Let R be a semiprime ring with characteristic and F the set of all
essential ideals of R. We denote the left Martindale quotient ring of R by
R and the two-sided quotient ring by Q. The center of Q, which is also theF
center of R , is called the extended centroid of R and denoted by C. SeeF
w x .K2, R for a detailed definition. The set of all idempotents of C is
represented by E.
We have the following properties for R, Q, R , and C.F
w x.  .Fact 1 K2, R . 1 R : Q : R .F
 .2 For any a g R , there exists I g F with I a ; R.F a a
 .3 For any q g Q, there exists I g F with qI ; R.q q
 .4 For any I g F and left R-homomorphism f : I ª R, there
 .uniquely exists a g R such that f r s ra for all r g I.F
 .5 Q and R are semiprime rings.F
 .  .6 C is a von Neumann regular ring.
 .7 For every nonempty subset S of R , we can uniquely determineF
 .  .  .an element e s e S g E, satisfying i for any s g S, es s s, and ii for
any x g R such that SRx s 0, ex s 0.F
 .  .  .If e g E satisfies e s s s for all s g S, then e e S s e S by 7 .1 1 1
 .d d dAn additive map d : R ª R is called a deri¨ ation if rs s r s q rs for
all r, s g R. For an element a g R and essential ideal I such thatF
 .d dIa g R, the mapping I 2 r ¬ ra y r a g R is a left R-homomorphism.
 .Hence, by 4 above, we can uniquely determine an element b g R suchF
 .d dthat ra y r a s rb for all r g I and the correspondence a ¬ b gives a
derivation of R , which is the extension of d . It is clear that Q is invariantF
under this extended derivation.
An additive map ): R ª R is called an in¨olution if rUU s r and
 .U U U Urs s s r for all r, s g R. For a g Q and I g F such that aI ; R, the
 U .Umapping I 2 r ¬ ar g R induces the extension of ) to Q. Although,
in general, we cannot extend it to R .F
In this note, a derivation d means a derivation of Q such that I d : R
for some essential ideal I of R and an involution means that of Q
satisfying RU s R. The set consisting of all derivations is denoted by D. A
derivation d is called inner if for some q g Q, ad s qa y aq for all
a g Q. The set of all inner derivations is denoted by Dint. For d g D, we
define the right multiplication of c g C by adc s adc for a g Q. Thus D
can be regarded as a right C-module and Dint as its submodule.
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Let d , . . . , d be derivations. We call D s d ??? d a deri¨ ation word. A1 n 1 n
derivation word is not a composition mapping but only a symbol. So, two
words D s d ??? d and D s d ??? d coincide only if n s m and1 i i 2 j j1 n 1 m
d s d for all k. A word with no derivations is said to be an empty word.i jk k
 .  .  d .For a derivation d , we define an idempotent e d g E by e d s e R
 .  .  .and for a derivation word D s d ??? d , set e D s e d ??? e d . A1 n 1 n
 .derivation d is called essential if it satisfies e d s 1.
Now, we define certain polynomials and identities. A )-differential
polynomial is a generalized polynomial with coefficients in R and non-F
commutative indeterminates involving derivations and ). So, we regard
 D j  D j.U4x , x as a set of noncommutative indeterminates where D arei i j
 D j  D j.U .derivation words. We denote a )-differential polynomial by g x , x ,i i
 .or simply g x . The symbols x are called ¨ariables. A )-generalizedi i
  .   ..U .  . D jpolynomial g z e D , z e D is given by substituting z e D to xi j j i j j i j j i
  ..U  D j.Uand z e D to x respectively, where z are distinct indeterminates.i j j i i j
 .We simply denote this polynomial by g z . A polynomial involvingz i j
indeterminates without ) is called a differential polynomial. We write this
 D j.polynomial by g x .i
 D j  D j.U .Let g x , x be a )-differential polynomial with variablesi i
 .x , . . . , x . For any r , . . . , r g R = ??? = R , we define an element in R1 n 1 n F^ ` _
n times
  d j .d j .d j D j   d j .d j .d j .U  D j.U1 2 k 1 2 kby substituting ??? r ??? to x and ??? r ??? to xi i i i
 D j  D j.U .for all i, j, where D s d ??? d . We denote this element by g r , rj j j i i1 k
 .  .or simply g r . If g r s 0 for any substituting of the element of Ri i
= ??? = R, we call this polynomial a )-differential identity of R.
Derivations d , . . . , d are said to be strongly independent over C if1 n
n d c g Dint for some c , . . . , c g C, then d c s 0 for each i.is1 i i 1 n i i
 D j  D j.U .A differential polynomial g x , x is called reduced if the followingi i
condition holds for all derivations and all derivation words occurring in g.
 .1 Every distinct derivation appearing in g is strongly independent
over C.
 .2 For some total order F defined in the set of all derivations
appearing in g, all derivation words occurring in g do not contain a
subword of the form d d while d ) d .1 2 1 2
 .3 If Char R s p ) 0, all derivation words occurring in g do not
p!#"
pcontain a subword of the form d s d ??? d .
 .  .A derivation word satisfying the condition 2 and 3 above is called a
regular word.
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For an arbitrary derivation d and r, s g Q, we have the following
relations:
 .  .d d di r q s s r q s .
 .  .d d dii rs s r s q rs .
 .  .U U Uiii r q s s r q s .
 .  .U U Uiv rs s s r .
dU  U .d .U UFor a derivation d , we set r s r . Then d is also a derivation,
so the following relation holds.
 .  U .d  dU .Uv r s r .
If d is an inner derivation induced by q g Q, we have
 . dvi r s qr y rq.
w xLet d , d be derivations and c , c g C. Then d , d s d d y1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
d d , d c q d c g D implies2 1 1 1 2 2
 .  d1.d2 w d1, d 2 x  d2 .d1vii r s r q r
and
 . d1c1qd 2 c2 d1 d2viii r s r c q r c .1 2 p!#"
If Char R s p ) 0, as a mapping, d ??? d g D. Hence
p! # "
p dd dd . .  iv r s ??? r ??? ...
w xAs mentioned in K2, Theorem 1 , using the above relations, we can
transform a )-differential identity to the reduced identity. Thus, if R
satisfies a )-differential identity, R satisfies a reduced )-differential
identity.
3. SOME RESULTS IN SEMIPRIME RINGS
In this section, we state several theorems which we use in proving the
Main Theorem.
For e g E, we show the following lemmas.
LEMMA 2. eR is a semiprime ring.
Proof. If ea g eR and ea ? eR ? ea s 0, then eaRea s 0. If I is an
 .   ..2  .essential ideal of R such that I ea : R, then I ea s I eaIea s 0.
Thus Iea s 0 and ea s 0.
LEMMA 3. For an essential ideal I of R, eI is an essential ideal of eR.
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Proof. If eI ? ea s 0 for some a g R, then Iea s 0 and ea s 0.
For a subset S of R, we denote the set of the left annihilator of S in R
 .  .by l S . The left Martindale quotient ring of eR is represented by eR .F
 .LEMMA 4. eR can be identified with eR .F F
 .  .Proof. For a g eR , there exists an ideal I s eI of eR such thatF
 .Ia ; eR. Here, we remark that the multiplication in eR must beF
distinguished from the multiplication of R . But considering Ia s Iae, weF
can perform our all multiplication in R .F
Let J be an essential ideal of R satisfying Je ; R. By Lemma 3, Je is an
essential ideal of eR and it is also an ideal of R. Set 0 / JI s K. We show
that K is an ideal of R. For r g R, rK s rJI ; JI s K and Kr s JIer ; JI
s K. On the other hand, K s JI s JeI ; Je ; R. So, K is an ideal of R.
Moreover, K satisfies Ka ; R, since Ka s JIa ; JeR ; R. As R is
 .semiprime, K q l K is an essential ideal of R and the sum is direct.
 . We define a left R-module homomorphism j : K q l K ª R by j x q
.  .y s xa for x g K and y g l K . We use the same notation j to repre-
 .sent the element in R determined by j . For r s x q y g K q l K ,F
rj e s xae s xa s rj . So, we have j e s j . The mapping a ¬ j is an
 .  .embedding from eR to eR and it follows eR : eR .F F F F
For q g eR , there exists an essential ideal I in R such that I q s eI qF 1 1 1
 .; R. We define a mapping t: eI ª eR by t r s rq for r g eI . There1 1
 .exists an element j in eR which corresponds to t, since eI is anF 1
essential ideal of eR. We conclude the proof showing that j coincides with
q. For above J e R such that Je ; R, set K s JI ee R. Then, for x g K1 1 1
 .  .l I s K and y g l K l I , we have x q y j s xq and yq s 0 since1 1 1 1
 .   . .   ..ye s 0. So r j y q s 0 for all r g K q l K l I s K q l K l1 1 1 1 1
I g F and it follows that j s q.1
COROLLARY 5. The two-sided quotient ring of eR is eQ and the extended
centroid is eC.
Proof. Let q be an element of the two-sided quotient ring of eR and I
an essential ideal of eR with qI ; eR. For J g F such that eJ ; R, set
 .   ..K s IJ e R. Since l K e s 0, q K q l K s qK ; eRJ ; J ; R. Since
 .  .K q l K is an essential ideal of R and eR s eR by Lemma 4, q is inF F
eQ. Thus, the two-sided quotient ring of eR is contained in eQ and the
converse inclusion is evident.
For the second assertion, it is sufficient to show that the center of
 .eR s eR is eC. For a g eC and x g eR , since ax y xa s 0 andF F F
eC ; eR , eC is contained in the center of eR . On the other hand, for anF F
 .  .element a in the center of eR and x in R , ax y xa s ae x y x ae sF F
 . .  . .ae xe y xe ae s 0. So, a is contained in eC. Hence, we obtain the
assertion.
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LEMMA 6. For any d g D, ed s 0.
Proof. Since e2 s e and ede s eed, we have ed s 2 eed. So, eed s 2 eed
dand immediately e s 0.
We define two operations of the elements of E. Let e , e g E. The first1 2
operation [ is defined by e [ e s e q e y 2 e e . This operation and1 2 1 2 1 2
the ordinary multiplication induces E to a Boolean ring. The second
operation ( is defined by e ( e s e q e y e e . For e, eX g E, we define1 2 1 2 1 2
the partial order F of E by e F eX m eeX s e. Then e ( e G e , e always1 2 1 2
holds. When E is a nonempty subset of E, a nonzero element e g E is0 0
called minimal in E if eX F e for 0 / eX g E implies eX s e. A finite0 0
subset of E generates a finite subring E . The identity element of E is a1 1
sum of minimal idempotents.
w xAccording to K2, p. 59 , we induce a certain ``topology'' on the C-mod-
ule M. Let G be a directed set. We call m g M a limit of a family
 4m g M ¬ a g G and denote by m s lim m if there exists a familya a g G a
 4e g E ¬ a g G satisfyinga
 .i e F e if a F b ,a b
 .  4ii sup e ¬ a g G s 1 anda
 .iii me s m e for all a g G.a a a
A subset S : M is said to be closed if S contains any limit of the family
in S. The least closed set containing T : M is called the closure of T and
Ãis denoted by T. For C-modules M , M , a mapping w : M ª M is called1 2 1 2
 .  . completely continuous if w m s lim w m for any m, m g M a ga g G a a 1
.G with m s lim m . All C-module homomorphisms are completelya g G a
continuous and all derivations and involutions are completely continuous
for C-module Q.
If M s R , we have the following properties concerning T : R .F F
Ã .Fact 7. 1 If T is a subring of Q, so is T.
Ã Ã .2 If T is a subring and I is an ideal of T , then I is an ideal of T.
 .  D j  D j.U .3 When T : Q and g x , x is a )-differential identity for T ,i i
Ãg also vanishes on T.
 .4 If T is closed additive subgroup of R with TE : T and f :F
T ª R is an E-linear mapping, there exists an element t g T satisfyingF
  ..   ..e f T s e f t .
 . w xAs to 3 , in K2, Theorem 4 Kharchenko has shown only the case when
 .g is a differential identity without ) . However, since ) is a completely
w xcontinuous mapping, we can apply the same method as that of K2 to
Ãshow that g is a )-differential identity of T.
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Let U be a maximal ideal of C. The ideal of R generated by U isF
denoted by U R .F$
 .By Fact 7 1 , RE is a subring of Q, where RE is a set of all linear
combinations a e , a g R, e g E. Let f be a canonical homomor-k k k k
w xphism R ª R rU R . The next facts are shown in K2 .F F F
$
 .  .  .  .Fact 8. 1 f RE , f Q and f R are prime rings.F $
 .  .  .2 f Q is contained in the two-sided quotient ring of f RE .
 .  .3 f R is contained in the left Martindale quotient ring ofF$
 .f RE .
$ $
 .   ..We denote the two-sided quotient ring of f RE by Q f RE and the$
  ..extended centroid by C f RE .
 .We also have the following property for E U s U l E.
 .  .LEMMA 9. For a g R , a g ker f m e a g E U .F
Proof. If a g ker f, we write a s k a r , where a g U and r g R .is1 i i i i F
 .Since C is regular, there exists « g E U satisfying « a s a for each i.i i i i
 .  .Set « s « ( ??? (« . Then since « g E U and « a s a, we have e a s1 k
 .  .« e a g E U . The other direction is easy.
LEMMA 10. When U runs o¨er all maximal ideals of C, the intersection of
all U R equals zero.F
 .  .Proof. Let a g F U R . By Lemma 9, we have e a g F E U ;U F U
F U. Since C is a regular ring, the intersection of all maximal ideals isU
 .zero. Hence a s e a a s 0.
 .From Lemma 9, it is clear that ker f l Q s E U Q. This ideal is
invariant under any derivations. Hence, for a derivation d , we can define a
Ãd dÃ Ã .   ..  .derivation d of f Q by f q s f q . Moreover, by restricting d to$ $ Ã .   ..f RE , we have a derivation of Q f RE . This derivation coincides with d
Ã .on f Q . We denote this derivation by the same d . We show that this
Ãinduced derivation d satisfies the condition stated in Section 2.
PROPOSITION 11. For any deri¨ ation d , there exists a nonzero ideal A of$ $Ãd .  .f RE with A : f RE .
Proof. Let I be an essential ideal of R such that I d : R. Now,$$ $dd d .  .IE : RE by Lemma 6 and IE : IE : RE since all derivations are .$ $
 .completely continuous. We note that IE is an ideal of RE by Fact 7 2 . As$ $
 .  .  .  .I is an essential ideal, e IE s 1 f U and, by Fact 7 4 , e s s e IE for$ $ $
 .  .some s g IE. So, Lemma 9 implies f IE / 0 and, setting A s f IE , we
have the conclusion.
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 .  .If E U is invariant under ), we can define an involution ) of f Q byÃ
)Ã U  ..  .f q s f q .
w xThe next fact is given in K2, p. 67 .
Fact 12. If d , . . . , d are essential and strongly independent deriva-1 n$ $ $
  ..tions, then d , . . . , d are strongly independent over C f RE .1 n
4. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM
Henceforth, we assume that R is a semiprime ring with characteristic
 D j  D j.U .satisfying a reduced )-differential identity f x , x .i i
For an idempotent e g C and a )-differential polynomial g, let g e be a
)-differential polynomial given by exchanging each coefficient a and each
derivation d occurring in g for ae and d e respectively. If ae s 0 or
d e s 0 happens, the monomials involving this coefficient or derivation are
omitted from g e.
LEMMA 13. The Main Theorem holds if for each nonzero element e g E,
 .there exists a nonzero central idempotent e F e such that f z e is a1 z i j 1
)-generalized identity of R.
 .Proof. Suppose that f z is not a )-generalized identity for R. Thenz i j
 .  .there exist r g R satisfying a s f r / 0. Since e a / 0, by assump-i j z i j
 .  .tion, we have f r e s ae s 0 for some 0 / e F e a . Then 0 / e sz i j 1 1 1 1
 .e a e s 0, so we have the conclusion.1
From this lemma, it is sufficient to show the existence of the idempotent
e which satisfies the condition above for each nonzero idempotent e g E.1
We divide the problem into two cases to induce this property. The first
case is when e is an idempotent such that each idempotent e F e satisfies1
eU s e . We say such idempotents are of the first type. The second case is1 1
when there exists an idempotent e F e with eU / e . We say these1 1 1
idempotents are of the second type.
For a while, we suppose that e is an idempotent of the first type. In this
case, all idempotents in eC are symmetric, so f e1 s fe for any idempo-1
tents e F e.1
LEMMA 14. If d , . . . , d are strongly independent deri¨ ations o¨er C,1 n
d e, . . . , d e are strongly independent o¨er eC pro¨ided d e / 0 for all i.1 n i
Proof. Suppose that for some c e, . . . , c e g eC, d e ? c e is an inner1 n i i
derivation of eQ. Then there exists eq g eQ such that for any ea g eQ,
 .d i ea ec e s eqea y eaeq. Hence, d ec is an inner derivation of Qi i i
induced by eq and each d ec s 0, so d e ? c e s 0.i i i i
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 D j  D j.U .COROLLARY 15. If g s g x , x is a reduced )-differential polyno-i i
mial, then g e is also reduced.
Proof. Since all distinct derivations appearing in g, d , . . . , d are1 n
strongly independent over C, nonzero derivations in the set DX s
 4 Xd e, . . . , d e are distinct. We may assume that all derivations in D are1 n
nonzero. If F is the total order that makes g reduced, we set the total
order of DX by d e F d e m d F d . It is clear that the derivation words ini j i j
e  .  .g satisfy the condition 2 and 3 for the reduced polynomial.
From Lemma 4 and Corollaries 5 and 15, f e is a reduced )-differential
identity of eR. Hence, by Lemma 13, it is sufficient to show that the Main
Theorem holds for eR and f e. So, we proceed with the proof assuming
e s 1 and 1 is an idempotent of the first type. In this case, ) can be
 .extended to ) of f Q .Ã
Moreover, we may assume that all derivations in f are essential. We
show this assertion. Let D be a set consisting all derivations and coeffi-1
cients appearing in f and E be the finite subring of E generated by1
  . 4e m ¬ m g D . If « is the identity element of E and « is the sum of the1 1
minimal idempotents « , . . . , « , we have m s m« s m« for all m g D .1 l k 1
Hence f s « f s l « f s  f «k. For a nonzero derivation d« appear-ks1 k k
«k  .ing in f , e d« s « . Since a« s a for each coefficient a appearing ink k
 .  . l  .  . «k .f , f r s f r « s  f r « s  f r « s  f r « for r g R.z z i j z i j ks1 z i j k z i j k z i j k i j
If each f «k is a )-generalized identity of « R, f is a )-generalizedz k z
«k .  . «kidentity of R. Since f « r s f r « s 0 for all r g R, f is a )-dif-k i i k i
ferential identity of « R. Hence, it is sufficient to show that the Maink
Theorem holds for each « R and f «k. Hence, we may assume that « s 1k k
and all derivations in f are essential.
Proof of the First Case. In the beginning, we show that f also vanishes
on RE. Suppose that for r s  a e g RE a g R, e g E, i si k ik ik ik ik
.  .1, . . . , n , a s f r / 0. Let E be a finite Boolean subring generated byi 1
 .  .e a / 0 and all e . There exists a minimal idempotent « g E satisfy-i k 0 1
 .  .ing 0 / « F e a . The minimality of « implies « e s 0 or « for all0 0 0 i k 0
 .i, k. Since any central idempotents are symmetric, we have « a s « f r0 0 i
 .  X . Xs f  a e « s f  a « s 0. Here the symbol  means the sumk ik ik 0 k ik 0 k
with respect to k such that e « / 0. If e « s 0 for all k, we seti k 0 i k 0
X  . a s 0. The above formula shows that « s « e a s 0 and this con-k ik 0 0
tradiction implies that f vanishes on RE.$ Ã .From Fact 7 3 , f also vanishes on RE. If f is a )-differential polyno-
 .mial induced from f by exchanging coefficient a for f a , derivation d for$Ã Ã  ..   ..d and involution for ), then f f r s f f r s 0 for all r g RE.Ã i i $Ã  .Hence, f is a )-differential identity of a prime ring f RE . Moreover, by
ÃFact 12, f is also reduced.
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$
UÃ .  .So, applying Theorem B, f z , z is a )-generalized identity for f RE .i j i j
)ÃÃ  .  . .   ..This shows that f f r , f r s f f r s 0 for all r g R. Hence,i j i j z i j i j
 .f r g ker f s U R for all maximal ideals U. But by Lemma 10,z i j F
 .  U .F U R s 0, so f r s 0 and f z , z is a )-generalized identity forU F z i j i j i j
R.
In the remaining of this note, we verify the second case of the Main
Theorem. We suppose eU / e for e F e. We may assume that e eU s 0;1 1 1 1 1
otherwise, we consider e y e eU g E instead of e . Our aim is to show1 1 1 1
 .that f z e is a )-generalized identity for R.z i j 1
w xWe need the next theorem shown by Lee in Le .
 .THEOREM 16 Lee . Suppose I is an essential ideal of a semiprime ring R.
Then I and R satisfy the same differential identities.
We prepare some lemmas before proving the second case. A derivation
d U induced by d g D is defined in Section 2.
 .LEMMA 17. 1 If d , . . . , d are strongly independent deri¨ ations, so are1 n
d U , . . . , d U.1 n
 .2 If D s d ??? d is a regular word with respect to a total order F ,1 n
DU s d U ??? d U is also regular with respect to another order FU.1 n
 .  U .  .U3 For a nonempty set A : Q, e A s e A .
 . d iU w xProof. 1 Suppose that r c s q, r for some q g Q and any r g Q.i
 U .d i U w U U x UApplying ) to the equation, we have  r c s yq , r . Since Q s Q,i
this formula means that d cU is an inner derivation induced by yqU.i i
Hence, d cU s 0 and d Uc s 0 for all i.i i i i
 . U U U XU X2 Let F be a total order defined by d F d m d F d . It is
clear that DU is a regular word with respect to FU.
 . U  .U   ..U U  U .  .U3 For any a g A, a e A s ae A s a , so e A F e A .
 U .U  U  U ..U  U .U  .On the other hand, ae A s a e A s a s a implies e A F
U U U U U U .  .  .  .  .e A , so e A F e A . Hence e A s e A .
 .For a derivation d and derivation word D, 3 of Lemma 17 shows that
 U .  .U  U .  .Ue d s e d and e D s e D .
For a )-differential polynomial g, we denote the degree of g by deg g
and the degree with respect to a variable x by deg g.i x i
 .Proof of the Second Case. Here, we show the following property w ,
which implies our purpose.
 .  D j  D j.U .w If f x , x is a reduced )-differential identity for R, theni i
  .U .R satisfies f z , u e .z i j i j 1
D j  D j.UWe note that x and x can be exchanged for the independenti i
indeterminates respectively.
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We recall that eUe s 0. The first step of the proof is to show the case1 1
D i  D i.Udeg f s 1. Assume that f has the form  a x b q  s x t ,i, k ik ik i, l i l i l
where a , b , s , t g R .i k ik i l i l F
 D i. D i  D i.U .  D i.UFor convenience, set f x s a x b and f x s s x t .1 i k ik 2 i l i l
 .Let I be an essential ideal of R such that Ie ; R. Since 0 s f re e s1 1 1
 .  .f r e for all r g I, f e is a differential identity without ) for I. For I1 1 1 1
an essential ideal, R also satisfies f e , by Theorem 16. Hence, from1 1
  ..Kharchenko's Theorem C, f z e D e is a generalized identity of R.1 i i 1
Meanwhile, f e s fe y f e is also a )-different identity for R. By2 1 1 1 1
 .  U .D iU Urelation v asserted in Section 2, R satisfies  s x t e . As R s R,i, l i l i l 1
D i
U  . s x t e is a differential identity without ) for R. Moreover, Lemmai, l i l i l 1
17 shows that this identity is reduced. Hence, R satisfies a generalized
 U .identity  s u e D t e , where u are distinct indeterminates. Usingi, l i l i i i l 1 i
U   ..U .R s R and Lemma 17 again, f u e D e is a )-generalized identity2 i i 1
  .   ..U .  U .for R. So, R satisfies f z e D , u e D e s f z , u e .i i i i 1 z i i 1
 .Now, for an integer n, we show that if w holds for any reduced
 .)-differential identities of degree F n with only one variable, then w
holds in the case f is a reduced )-differential identity with finitely many
variables satisfying deg f F n for each variable x of f.x ii
We fix one variable x of f where a derivation word occurs and1
substitute arbitrary elements of R to each variable of f other than x . The1
 D j  D j.U .polynomial f s f x , x obtained by this method is a reduced1 1 1 1
)-differential identity with one variable satisfying deg f F n. Hence,1
  .U .f z , u e is a )-generalized identity of R. Since we substituted the1 1 j 1 j 1z
X  .arbitrary elements of R, the polynomial f obtained by assigning z e D1 j j
D j   ..U  D j.Uto x and u e D to x in fe is a reduced )-differential identity1 1 j j 1 1
and the number of variables where derivation words occur is less than that
of f. Continuing this process, as f has finitely many variables, we ap-
proach that f e is a )-generalized identity and get the assertion above.z 1
So, it is sufficient to prove the case deg f s n ) 1 and f has only one
 .variable, assuming that w holds for any reduced )-differential identities
so that every degree with respect to each variable - n.
 D i  D i.U D i  D i.U .  D i D i  D i.U  D i.U .  D iSet g x , x , y , y s f x q y , x q y y f x ,
 D i.U .  D i  D i.U .x y f y , y . We note that g is a reduced )-differential iden-
tity with deg g s deg g - n. Hence, by assumption, we have that g z ,x y z i
U U .   U U .  U .  U ..u , ¨ , w e s f z q ¨ , u q w y f z , u y f ¨ , w e is a )-i i i 1 z i i i i z i i z i i 1
generalized identity for R. Substitution of u s ¨ s 0 yields that g z , 0,i i z i
U .  U .  .  U .0, w e s f z , w e y f z , 0 e y f 0, w e is a )-generalized iden-i 1 z i i 1 z i 1 z i 1
 .  U .tity. So, we have to show that R satisfies f z , 0 e and f 0, w e , then itz i 1 z i 1
 U .follows that f z , w e is a )-generalized identity of R.z i i 1
 D i .  .D i  .D i.U .For f x , 0 e s f xe , xe e , choosing I g F such that Ie ;1 1 1 1 1
 D i .  .R, now f x , 0 e is a differential identity without involution and there-1
 .fore, by Theorem C, we have f z , 0 e s 0 on R.z i 1
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On the other hand,
UU UD D DU U UDi i iif 0, x e s f 0, x e s f xe , xe e .  .  .  . . .  . /1 1 1 1 1
vanishes on some essential ideal J such that JeU ; R. Thus JU satisfies1
 D iU .   U .. f 0, x e and so does R. Hence, R satisfies f 0, w e D e s f 0,1 i i 1
 U  ..U . U    ..U .  U .w e D e , and as R s R, f 0, w e D e s f 0, w e is satisfiedi i 1 i i 1 z i 1
by R. Hence, we have finished the proof of the Main Theorem.
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